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 Sacral Kingship and Confederacy

 in Early Izumo

 by JOAN R. PIGGOTT

 A SERIES of startling archaeological discoveries in old Izumo province
 during the 1980s has changed our vision of how that region developed
 from Yayoi through early imperial times. Of particular interest is the

 way in which this new evidence is expanding our understanding of political
 organization and rulership in early Japan.

 Japan's early history as it is known in the West is largely Yamato-centered.
 That is hardly surprising, for the Yamato area saw the emergence of an early

 political hegemony that subsequently became the center of Japan's first unified
 state. In recent years, however, widespread construction work and popular sup-
 port for archaeology have brought the buried past to light in many other
 regions of the country. The new data fills critical gaps in the written record

 even as it challenges parts of that record. Although historians in Japan as

 elsewhere have traditionally preferred written sources as the basis for their

 research, they have recently taken a great interest in the work of archaeologists

 and ethnologists, seeking a broader array of data and methods by which to
 trace the evolution of society, polity, and culture. A fuller understanding

 of historical processes and a firmer sense of chronology have resulted. In the
 twenty years since Professor John Hall provided English-language readers
 with a first look at this kind of work for the old Inland Sea region of Kibi
 in his Government and Local Power in Japan, 500 to 1700, a great deal has

 been learned about other regions as well.

 My attention was drawn to this progress when I took part in the Early

 History Seminar (Nihon Kodaishi Sama Semina) in Matsue City during
 July 1987. The seminar is a yearly event that brings together early historians,
 archaeologists, and ethnologists. In 1987 discussion focused on recent

 discoveries in former Izumo province, part of present-day Shimane prefecture.

 THE AUTHOR is assistant professor, Depart-
 ment of History, University of Miami. She
 gratefully acknowledges the support of the
 American Council of the Learned Societies
 and the Japan Foundation, which made this

 study possible. She would also like to thank
 Professors J. Edward Kidder, Jr, and Yoshida
 Akira i for reading an earlier draft and
 making valuable suggestions.
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 John Hall and other historians have noted that Japanese emperorship com-
 bined aspects of religious authority and peace-making suzerainty, and
 Japanese historians have often used terms such as 'ceremonial chieftaincy' and
 'sacral paramountcy' to contrast rulership in traditional Japan with that of
 China.' These insights merit further exploration. Fortunately, the new data
 from Izumo demonstrates the evolution of traditions of sacral kingship and
 political confederation during Yayoi and Tomb Age times that later influenced
 imperial governance. In this regard, discussions of the culturally unifying
 aspects of ritual sovereignty by scholars of state-building in southeast Asia
 can provide important insights. In a recent article, Susanne Hoeber Rudolph
 succinctly describes ritual sovereignty as 'cultural activities, symbols, and
 processes that in the absence of instrumental mechanisms nevertheless create
 a domain, a realm.'2 At the center of a polity founded on ritual sovereignty
 is a sacral ruler who links his people with the gods and who utilizes a variety
 of cultural strategies-ceremonial, aesthetic, and architectonic-to unify his
 realm. Coercive techniques-the 'mechanics of power' in Clifford Geertz's
 lexicon-play only a minor role in the ritual state.

 In the present article I review some of the landmarks in the rapidly changing
 archaeological landscape of Izumo, pointing out how the new data is reshap-
 ing views on the historical development in this region. I also show how the
 evidence elucidates a pattern of confederative political organization centered
 around sacral rulership and shared ritual forms from Yayoi through early
 imperial times.

 Izumo in the Yayoi Age
 A revolution in our knowledge of Izumo in the Yayoi age, 300 B.C. to A.D. 300,
 has taken place over the past few years. A succession of unparalleled dis-
 coveries began in western Izumo in July 1984, when a worker in secluded Kojin
 Valley (Kojindani), between Lake Shinji and the Hii River, noticed the pe-
 culiar cast of the earth near the head of the valley (Map 1). Digging revealed
 ten bronze swords (doken Ii 01]) dating from the mid-Yayoi period. Subsequent
 finds of swords, bells (dotaku # ), and halberds (dohoko +t) were made,
 and by late 1985 excavation had revealed a cache of some 358 bronze swords,
 six bronze bells, and sixteen bronze halberds, all dating from about A.D. iOO.4
 This was a find greater by an order of magnitude than any other of its kind

 1 John Whitney Hall, Japan from Pre-
 history to Modern Times, Tuttle, 1968, pp.
 31-34; Yoshida Akira , Nihon Kodai

 Kokka Seiritsushi Ron H t i-NRfbA v-,
 Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1973, pp. 32-39.

 2 Susanne Hoeber Rudolph, 'State Forma-
 tion in Asia', in JAS 46:4 (November 1987), p.
 740.

 3 Clifford Geertz, Negara, Princeton U.P.,

 1980. See also S. J. Tambiah, World Con-
 queror and World Renouncer, Cambridge
 U.P., 1976, esp. pp. 102-31, as well as
 Edward A. Shils' excellent definition of 'the
 center' in S. N. Eisenstadt, Max Weber: On
 Charisma and Institution Building, University
 of Chicago Press, 1968, p. xxx.

 4 Gekkan Bunkazai Hakkutsu Shutsudo
 Joho HltkkSA [=BZ], 1985:10.
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 5 Otsuka Hatsushige i~t*PTh, 'Higashi
 Nihon no Shuraku to Saishi' a H * o $ f
 sE, in Mori Koichi W ed., Jomon, Yayoi
 no Seikatsu z 4o,IA, Nihon no Kodai
 4, Chuo K6ronsha, 1986, pp. 259-90; Sugita

 Kurumi, 'Terrestrial Deities and Celestial
 Bureaucrats', in Henri Claessen & P. Skalni,
 ed., The Study of the State, Mouton, The
 Hague, 1981, pp. 374-76.
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 distinctive in several respects. Only once before have all three types of ritual
 goods been found together, and never in such numbers.6 In addition, typical

 bronze finds are quite small, consisting of only a few pieces. Until Kojin
 Valley, bells had been found mainly at mid-to-late Yayoi sites along the Inland
 Sea and in the Kinai, while swords and halberds had been discovered in
 Kyushu. It had previously been assumed that Yayoi culture consisted of two
 distinct zones, but since the Kojin Valley find western Izumo has come to be
 recognized as a third center of Yayoi culture.

 A key issue is whether these bronze artifacts were cast locally or introduced

 from elsewhere; proof of local production would considerably heighten the im-

 portance of western Izumo as a Yayoi culture center. Current opinion favors

 the local production of the swords, while the bells and halberds, which are of
 varying sizes and castings, are believed to have been brought from outside
 Izumo.7 The distinct size and shape of the swords are important clues; they
 average 50 cm in length and are of medium-narrow width, in contrast to
 broader and longer swords commonly found in Kyushu. During the summer of

 1988 a sword casting mold from around A.D. 100 was unearthed on the Hii

 plain, strengthening the argument for local production.8 The ore from which

 the swords were made may have come from south China, which means that
 western Izumo could have been the locale of one of the thirty or more states of

 Wa people in contact with China during the early centuries A.D.9 But expert
 opinion that the hills north of Izumo City also provided ore offers further
 explanation of west Izumo's ability to rival the Kinai and Kyushu in bronze
 production. 1

 From where did this bronze-casting technology come to Izumo? Because of
 the distinctiveness of the Kojin Valley swords, scholars are looking directly
 across the Sea of Japan to Korea, particularly to ancient Silla on the east coast.
 References in third-century Chinese records as well as archaeological finds
 make it clear that there was a great deal of traffic in the Sea of Japan in the

 6 A recent exhibition (October-November
 1988) of archaeological progress described
 a find of one bronze sword, one bell, and
 one halberd at Mt Fukuda Kinomune, near
 Hiroshima, in 1891. The site, like that of
 Kojindani, was on a high ridge. Nihon
 no Kokogaku H Tokyo National
 Museum, 1988, p. 213.

 The catalogue also describes other sites
 where bronze implements were buried on a
 hillside, reminiscent of Kojindani. For exam-
 ple, 14 bronze bells and seven halberds were
 found in Sakuragaoka, Nada-ku, Kobe; also,
 twelve halberds were found on a hillside in
 Kemidani in Saga-ken. Nihon no Kokogaku,
 pp. 213-14.

 Concerning the various 'Izumo-type'

 swords that have been found, see Maejima
 Miki AiJ E, Nihon no Kodai Iseki: Shimane
 H :a?5N ;:%R, Hoikusha, 1985, pp. 53-
 56 & 178-79.

 7 Harashima Reiji JY?1VL-I, Izumo Shin-
 wa kara Kojindani e S P=X P&N,
 Rokko, 1988, p. 5; BZ 1986:10; Maejima, pp.
 68 & 178-79.

 8 BZ 1988:7.

 9 See Wei chih, in Mizuno Yui 7jf, ed.,
 Chushaku Gishi Wajinden ,
 Yuizankaku, 1987. For an English translation,
 see Ryusaku Tsunoda, et al., ed., Sources of
 Japanese Tradition, Columbia U.P., 1958, 1,
 p. 4.

 10 BZ 1986:10; Maejima, pp. 178-79.
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 early centuries A.D.11 It is hardly unreasonable to argue that Sillan metal
 technology, famed throughout East Asia, could have made its way to Izumo.
 In support of such a thesis there is a creation myth in the eighth-century Izumo

 Fudoki ik? that describes Izumo's genesis out of territory 'pulled' from
 Silla, and linguists and ethnologists point out that the cult of Susano-o T ,
 a tutelary deity at many shrines in Izumo, seems to have derived from that of
 the Sillan god of metal craftsmen.12 Several shrines in the Izumo and Hirata
 City areas have names suggesting connections with immigrant metal-producing

 communities.13 If immigrants from Korea did bring their skill to Izumo, that
 would certainly explain the region's early acquisition of bronze-making tech-

 nology as well as strong trading ties with the continent.

 Other finds in the vicinity of Kojin Valley provide further insights into the
 society that utilized these swords, bells, and halberds to worship their gods.
 Archaeologists have long known that many Yayoi communities inhabited

 the Shimane and Tottori coasts.14 Good harbors facilitated fishing in small

 boats, and Izumo Fudoki contains legends and myths harking back to a time
 when gods of the sea rather than those of the earth held sway.

 Then, at some time in the early Yayoi age, rice-growing was introduced into
 Izumo, either from Kyushu or directly from the mainland. The first farmers

 sowed seed into swampy land close to the sea, but gradually communities
 moved inland to develop fields on higher land. The damp soil of valley mouths

 opening out on the plain formed by the Hii River as it made its way to Izumo
 Bay proved ideal; tools were made of wood, and so planting in soft, muddy
 soil was the rule.15

 Increasing dependence on rice agriculture gradually changed the organiza-
 tion of Yayoi society. The evolution of successful wet-rice culture resulted in in-

 tensification, forcing major adaptations in life-style and social organization

 that, once begun, promoted even greater reliance on rice.16 As Yayoi farmers
 moved inland, they began to dig drainage canals for their fields, in time
 developing semi-wet paddies like those at the Toro site in Shizuoka. Irrigation
 ditches from nearby streams were also constructed. But small or medium-size

 settlements of twenty-five to fifty residents could not provide sufficient workers

 11 BZ 1984:9, 1984:12, 1985:10, 1986:5;
 Maejima, p. 95; Gari Ledyard, 'Galloping
 Along With the Horseriders: Looking for
 the Founders of Japan', in Jis 1:2 (Spring
 1975), pp. 230-31.

 12 Michiko Yamaguchi Aoki, tr., Izumo
 Fudoki [=iz], MN Monograph 44, 1971, p.
 82; Mizuno Yui, 'Izumo no Fudoki' fflt
 JRl,t in Nyamon Kofudoki hPJr?E,
 Yuizankaku, 1987, 2, pp. 19-27.

 13 Maejima, pp. 178-79; BZ 1984:3.
 14 Kadowaki Teiji Pris*,, Izumo no

 Kodaishi offtftt9, NHK Books, 1976, p.

 51.

 15 Kanaseki Hiroshi, 'The Evidence for
 Social Change Between the Early and Middle
 Yayoi', in Richard J. Pearson, ed., Windows
 on the Japanese Past, Center for Japanese
 Studies, University of Michigan, 1986, pp.
 317-33; Kondo Yoshiro LAP1, Zempo
 Koenfun no Jidai HJX Fi#tRa WA, Iwanami,
 1983, pp. 10-13; Terasawa Kaoru #iJ<,
 'Inasaku Gijutsu to Yayoi no Nogyo' {fFEJX

 rtcT LTt OD n~, in Mori, pp. 322-23.
 16 Kondo, p. 11
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 for such projects, or for planting and harvest. Thus scholars theorize that

 laborers from several residential groups, perhaps sometimes from a mother

 settlement and its offshoots, formed multi-settlement production units (kyo-

 dotai I'l H).7 Coordination of the group was facilitated by the emergence of
 a paramount leader, a chieftain (shucho AR), whose primary functions
 were religious-supplicating the gods of earth and sky for his people-

 and diplomatic-representing the community vis-'a-vis outsiders. His sacral
 charisma helped bond the group together. Over time such chieftaincies incor-

 porated more and more rice-growing communities. The small states that

 Chinese visitors to Yayoi Japan described as 'countries' (kuni H) were the
 result.18 Izumo Fudoki refers to some sixty ancient countries in Izumo alone.
 It was perhaps a group of these whose sacred treasures were found in Kojin
 Valley.

 In recent years remains from no less than fifteen Yayoi settlements have been

 unearthed on the plain between the Kojin Valley and Izumo Bay. Yano, the
 largest and perhaps the original settlement from which several others were col-

 onized, is now being excavated together with a nearby site called Hongo. In

 1988 Yayoi rice paddies and irrigation ditches were unearthed, indicating that

 the area was being used for rice production when the Kojin Valley swords were
 cast. 19

 Development of an increasingly complex ranked society can be traced back

 to the late second and third centuries through distinctive four-cornered burial

 mounds in the Nishi Valley (Nishidani) near Yano.20 These late-Yayoi tumuli,

 17 See, for example, Terasawa, pp. 291-350.
 Small Yayoi residential groups are believed

 to have typically comprised five or six dwell-
 ings of equal size plus one or two elevated
 storehouses. A large structure has also occa-
 sionally been uncovered, identified alternative-
 ly as a workshop, a communal residence, or a
 ritual place. See Komoto Masayuki FF7idAM,
 'Noko Shuraku' .PtS, in Kondo Yoshiro,
 et al., ed., Shuraku to Saishi *ff L X,E,
 Iwanami Koza Nihon Kokogaku 4, 1986, pp.
 90-94.

 If four to six individuals lived in each dwell-
 ing, these small communities would have hous-
 ed twenty to thirty-six people. Middle-size
 communities of some thirty houses have also
 been found. Tsude Hiroshi WLffkL ,, 'Noko
 Shakai no Keisei' ft#h-!f , in Rekishi-
 gaku Kenkyuikai & Nihonshi Kenkyuikai, ed.,
 Koza Nihon Rekishi g41 E F Tokyo
 Daigaku Shuppankai, 1984, 1, p. 132.

 Large residential groups, such as some
 found on the alluvial plains of Kibi and
 Yamato, contained more dwellings, but even
 these large groups seem to have been mergers

 of the smaller ones-clusters of four or five
 dwellings can often be seen at the larger sites.
 Otsuka, p. 268.

 18 Kawahara Hideo JllW, 'Kodai ni

 okeru Saishi Tosei to sono Henshitsu' -&
 t > cDSt 4 ,2aIJ e , in Rekishigaku

 Kenkyu I P,, 573 (November 1987), pp.
 40-42; Kondo (1983). pp. 33-38.

 19 Kadowaki Teiji, Kensho Kodai no Izumo

 EcDo?@, Gakken, 1987, pp. 40-60; BZ
 1988:2.

 20 Here I am using the vocabulary of
 political anthropologists, who view the de-
 velopment of early political systems in three
 stages: (1) uncentralized egalitarian societies,
 such as 'bands' and 'tribes'; (2) centralized
 non-egalitarian units, such as chiefdoms, with
 developed systems of elite ranking; and (3)
 early states, which have stratified social
 structures. Ted C. Lewellen, Political An-
 thropology, Bergin & Garvey, Grandby,
 Mass., 1983, pp. 14-65.

 Concerning Yayoi society in this schema,
 see Komoto, pp. 88-98, and Terasawa, p. 328.
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 ranging in size from fourteen to fifty meters on a side, were the graves of chief-

 tains who ruled over the entire Hii-Kando basin. Similar tombs have been

 found in eastern Izumo, but those in the Nishi Valley are the only ones in

 western Izumo. The status of these rulers appears to have increased with time

 because, while earlier tumuli were smaller and contained multiple crypts, later

 tombs accommodated only a single burial.21 No sign of a palace has been

 found in the vicinity, but future exploration may reveal remains of the sort of

 fortification in which Wa's third-century Queen Himiko M45yR resided: 'a
 palace surrounded by towers and stockades, with armed guards in a state of

 constant vigilance.'22

 The contents of these graves as well as their peculiar shape attest to trade

 and diplomatic relations beyond Izumo. Each crypt consisted of a top-opening

 trench covered by stone from Kyushu and included the remains of special

 ritual pots from Kibi.23 Nishi Valley chieftains may well have taken marital

 partners from these other Yayoi centers. Also notable is that clusters of these

 same four-cornered tombs have been identified to the east and west along the

 Sea of Japan coast and to the south in Hiroshima prefecture, evidencing a
 league of chieftaincies whose unity was physically articulated by the use of

 identical tomb shapes and funerary rituals.24
 Little is known of the religious beliefs and cult practices of Yayoi times, but

 Chinese visitors described the thaumaturgic powers of the Yayoi queen
 Himiko, who used her talents to control subordinate chieftains. Chieftains'
 tombs in the Nishi Valley were ritual sites where the community conducted

 rites to assure the continuing benificence of a deceased chieftain's spirit.25 Kam-

 bara, or 'Field of the Gods', is a place located on the southwest slope of Mt

 Kannabi, one of four sacred peaks in Izumo. From there, the Hii River, all the

 communities of the plain, and the coast of western Izumo were visible. Until
 recently an ancient shrine, Kambara Jinja, guarded the peak from the south,
 while the Kojin Valley treasure kept vigil over its north slope. Out near Izumo
 Bay was Kitsuki Shrine, or the Great Shrine of Izumo (Izumo Taisha) as it is
 called nowadays. It is uncertain when the shrine was established as a ritual
 center, but signs of Yayoi habitation as well as a cache of ritual swords and

 halberds have been found within its precincts.26 Kitsuki may have originated as
 the shrine of a sea deity who offered safe haven to those who navigated the Sea

 of Japan. But as the people of Izumo took up rice farming, the shrine's deity,

 Ohonamuchi C7tR, creator lord of the land, embraced agricultural life.27 Hii

 21 Kondo Yoshiro & Komoto Masayuki,
 ed., Kibi no Kokogaku ; Fuku-
 take, 1987, pp. 4-9; Maejima, p. 91.

 22 Wei chih, in Tsunoda 58, p. 6.
 23 BZ 1984:9, 1984:12, 1985:1, 1985:5,

 1985:6, 1988:5, 1988:6, 1988:7.

 24 Watanabe Sadayuki 2AO,* 'Kodai
 Izumo no Eiko to Zasetsu' t A@ i X
 tj, in Naoki Kojiro 6 ed., Oken no

 Sodatsu X Xce#+, Shuieisha, 1986, p. 108.
 25 Shiraishi Taichiro A Ht R1, 'Nihon

 Kofun Bunkaron' HUt AZ1ILA, in Koza
 Nihon Rekishi, p. 164.

 26 Maejima, p. 70.
 27 Shiga Go 6 Shiki Naisha no

 Kenkyu: San'indo AZ hQIDYff: OA [i Ah, Yfizan-
 kaku, 1981, p. 419. On the evolution of
 Ohonamuchi, also known as Ohokuninishi in
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 chieftains may well have performed sacred rituals at both Kambara and
 Kitsuki.

 Another clue to ritual practices in Yayoi Izumo comes from the excavated

 workshops of carvers of sacred jewels who lived south of Lake Shinji at present-

 day Tamazukuri. Their comma-shaped amulets (magatama 4) were prized
 for their magical protective powers, and they have often been found in chief-

 tains' graves and at ritual sites. Like the bronze casters, communities of jewel

 makers may have served Hii rulers directly, as predecessors of bondsman

 worker groups (be iE) of later times. Trade in the gems must have been a factor
 in the growing wealth of late-Yayoi western Izumo.

 Preliminary excavation has shown that by late Yayoi times Yano had grown

 quite large while other sites on the plain were abandoned. As would remain the
 case for centuries, settlements waxed and waned as nearby rice paddies went in

 and out of production. In Yayoi times, the introduction of iron tools as well as

 disease and over-population contributed to this impermanency: people not
 only fell sick or moved on to look for better land, but the acquisition of iron
 tools made settlements in new areas possible.28 Violence was another cause of

 instability, and Chinese visitors described an ongoing civil war between the

 countries of Wa during the early centuries A.D. Excavated sites from the sec-

 ond through the fourth centuries confirm growing concentrations of popula-
 tion and defensive measures such as moats and barricades. Arrow-pierced and
 mutilated skeletons provide further testimony to the increasing incidence of
 violent death.29

 Izumo would unquestionably have been drawn into this conflict. The Kojin
 Valley discoveries indicate that by mid-Yayoi times western Izumo rivaled

 other advanced centers in Kyushu and on the Pacific coast in technology and
 wealth, and that it was deeply involved in continental trade. To the south,

 Kibi's advances in agriculture, salt-processing, and iron tool-making made
 dynamic expansion possible; and the overland route directly into the Hii-
 Kando region via Miyoshi and Mitoya guaranteed that these developments

 would influence Izumo significantly. To what degree military aggression

 played a role is not clear, but Nihon Shoki H *0E recounts how a chieftain of
 western Izumo angered the king of distant Yamato and was eventually slain for

 his lese majeste by a Kibi general. In the chronicle this event is assigned to 38
 B.C., but the account may actually memorialize forays by Kibi warriors into

 western Izumo during the late third and early fourth centuries A.D.30 When or
 why the Kojin Valley ritual implements were finally buried is not known, but it

 some sources, see Yagi Atsuru Att, 'Ou to
 Kitsuki' W L q*, in Ueda Masaaki -L FEIH,
 ed., Izumo no Kamigami S ' , Chiku-
 ma, 1988, pp. 59-61.

 28 Kadowaki (1987), p. 93; Kanaseki, pp.
 317-34.

 29 Komoto, pp. 83-90.
 30 BZ 1985:9, 1986:5, 1986:6; WadaAtsumu

 fnwflet, Kofun no Jidai -&JAoDH4WA, Sho-
 gakukan, 1988, pp. 221-24; W. G. Aston, tr.,
 Nihongi [=NSK], Tuttle reprint, 1972, pp.
 162-63.
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 is believed that the advent of decisive new influence from Kibi may well have
 led to the decline of the bronze cult of western Izumo chieftains.

 Archaeological evidence from the fourth century indeed demonstrates a
 decisive increase in Kibi's influence and suggests the cultural discontinuity it
 provoked in western Izumo. Two tumuli, quite different from the Nishi Valley
 mounds as regards construction and grave goods, rose along the route joining
 Izumo and Kibi. One is the square mound at Kambara Jinja near the Hii River,
 and the other is the square keyhole of Matsumoto at Mitoya. Both are im-
 pressive in size: Kambara Mound is 30 meters on a side, while the square
 keyhole at Matsumoto is 50 meters long. Construction techniques and
 funerary arrangements in the two mounds reflect Kibi's influence. Further, the
 tombs held grave goods the like of which had never before been buried with
 Izumo chieftains. These included iron weapons and tools, and, at Kambara,
 a fine bronze mirror with an inscription memorializing an early-third-century
 embassy to China sent by Wa's Queen Himiko. The mirror matches those
 found in Kibi and Kyoto-area tombs from the fourth century, and its presence
 identifies the chieftain buried at Kambara as a Wa confederate.31 The fact that
 the lords of Kambara and Matsumoto were buried with such rich possessions
 suggests that important changes in the prerogatives of rulership were taking
 place at this time.

 Tomb-Age Izumo

 Understanding of Izumo's development during the Tomb Age, 300-650, has
 been rapidly expanding as additional tomb mounds (kofun -&tA) in the region
 have been discovered and explored. The construction, contents, and clustering
 of these tumuli provide important clues to history in this period, a story that
 could previously be pieced together only through fragmentary passages in
 Yamato's chronicles and Izumo Fudoki. In recent years archaeologists have
 also unearthed settlements, chieftains' residences, irrigation canals, and rice
 paddies, and these contribute to a clearer picture of social organization and
 material cultural. The new evidence indicates that Yamato's full domination
 over Izumo came later than historians once believed, and that the process by
 which the region was incorporated into Yamato's confederacy was both more
 gradual and more complex than written sources indicate.32 It is now known

 31 Hasuoka Hosho 3WA&M, 'Izumo no
 Seidoki to Kagami no Nazo' WT oD `
 o, in Chin Shunshin 1M: et al., ed., Iseki
 ni Ukabu Kodai Fukei x? fk)a
 , Genzo Nihon 5, Obunsha, 1988, p. 135;
 Wada, p. 227.

 32 Michiko Aoki's introduction to her
 translation of Izumo Fudoki reflects the state
 of knowledge in the early 1970s. She dates
 Yamato's full dominion over Izumo to the

 fifth century. At the time hers was a revisionist
 view, because earlier scholars had argued that
 Yamato power over Izumo dated back to the
 third or fourth centuries. But as shown in the
 present article, these chronologies are all un-
 acceptable in light of recent archaeological
 discoveries. Aoki's interpretation, and that of
 most of the secondary research then available,
 was based largely on written sources.

 Still, Aoki drew from her sources much of
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 that between the end of the Yayoi age and integration of the region into the
 Yamato confederacy during the later sixth century, chieftains in eastern Izumo
 formed a confederacy of their own uniting the eastern plain, mountainous

 Ohara to the south, and the eastern Shimane Peninsula. In the process they
 advanced regional unity to a new level. Their most powerful center was in the
 Ou basin. Although the largest tombs there are less than a quarter of the size
 of the great round keyholes in the Kinai and Kibi, they nonetheless attest to

 Ou's rivalry with Yamato for cultural and political paramountcy in Izumo.
 As a result, some historians now refer to Ou's chieftains as 'kings of Izumo'.

 Four-Corner Round Square

 Square Keyhole Round Keyhole

 Figure 1. Tomb Mounds in Izumo.

 The story of Ou's rise must begin with a consideration of how and when

 eastern Izumo developed as a prominent culture center. No bronze treasure
 like that of the Kojin Valley has been found in the east, but four-cornered
 mounds like those of the Nishi Valley were constructed in both the Ou and

 linashi basins, confirming the existence of at least two power centers in Yayoi
 times. In the fourth century large square mounds reminiscent of the Kambara

 tomb began to appear on the linashi and Hakuta plains; and in the mid-fifth

 century one of Izumo's earlier round keyhole mounds, Tsukuriyama Nigo

 what the new evidence shows us, including
 the deep political split between western and
 eastern Izumo; the importance of ritual ruler-
 ship and integrative mythology; and recurring
 patterns of confederative political organiza-
 tion. She stresses the importance of com-
 promise between central and local elites, both
 in the confederacy and later in the imperium.

 Aoki's translation of Izumo Fudoki re-
 mains a work of great importance for English-
 reading students of early Japan. Japanese
 texts of Izumo Fudoki can be found in
 Akimoto Kichiro k ed., Fudoki, NKBT
 2, Iwanami, 1958, and Yoshino Yutaka +Xg,
 ed., Fudoki, Heibonsha, 1969.
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 Tsuka, signaled Kinai influence in the region, probably through an alliance

 with a local chieftain. Additional round keyholes were built nearby during the

 fifth century.33

 What is interesting, however, is that round keyholes did not continue into

 the sixth century. Late-fifth-century tomb mounds in the Ou region indicate
 that the center of political gravity moved westward. According to Yamato's
 own historical sources, in the late fifth and early sixth centuries Kibi's strength
 was strained by feuds with Yamato kings such as Yuiryaku ktai, 456-479, and
 his successors; and it seems that chieftains in the Ou valley and on the eastern

 Shimane Peninsula took the opportunity to create an independent confederacy
 of their own.

 Proclaiming their cultural and political independence from the Kinai, these
 rulers erected square or square-keyhole tombs to contrast with Yamato's

 round and round-keyholes tombs (Figure 1). On the eastern peninsula con-
 federates built several tens of square-shaped tombs in seven clusters during
 the fifth and sixth centuries. The largest square keyhole, Kososhi Tomb in

 the vicinity of Sada Shrine, spanned about forty-three meters and was erected

 during the late fifth century.34 In the Ou basin the thirty-meter square tomb
 of Oba was probably built in the late fifth century; this was followed by sixth-

 century tumuli at Yamashiro, Chikuya, south of the Ou River, and further
 east in the linashi and Hakuta basins (Map 2). In all, some seventeen square
 keyholes have been identified throughout eastern Izumo, averaging from fifty
 to seventy meters in length, and they mark the nodes of power in the confed-

 eracy. The greatest, which represents the zenith of the Ou King, was Ou's
 92-meter Yamashiro Futago Tomb dating from the mid-sixth century.

 These tomb mounds were more than stately graves to glorify deceased

 leaders and their living descendants. Their special shape, grave goods, and the
 placement of such items show them to have been stages for ritual activity
 through which the dead chieftain's spirit and authority were transmitted to his
 successor. Furthermore, replication of the same square shape and occurrence
 of similar accoutrements similarly arranged demonstrate a commonality of

 the ceremonial of chieftains' burial and succession within the eastern con-

 federacy.35
 What factors contributed to the rise of this eastern confederacy and what is

 known about its organization? It is necessary to rely on archaeological data
 because the Tomb Age came just before the dawn of written history in Japan.
 The evidence suggests that advances in agricultural and metal technology,
 trade networking, and political organization were important.

 33 Maejima, pp. 103-05.
 34 Shimane Kokogakkai Bukkuretto Hen-

 shuikai, ed., Kososhi Otani Ichigo to Kodai
 no Izumo t X fkcUS, 1987,

 p. 11.
 35 Maejima, pp. 133-40; Watanabe, pp.

 119-20.
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 Changes in shorelines and river drainage are indicated by dotted lines and parallel shading.

 Iron-working and mastery of new irrigation techniques proceeded together
 in fifth- and sixth-century Izumo, for cultivators needed iron tools to open the
 great river plains of eastern Izumo. A historian of agriculture explains:

 The lower washes of great rivers, wet lands of river deltas, wooded valley lands,
 and diluvial uplands all remained unopened in Yayoi times. These required the
 development of large-scale irrigation facilities based on advanced engineering
 techniques and iron implements, plus the coordination of large labor forces.
 Such conditions were not realized until the fifth century in advanced areas;
 elsewhere, they awaited the sixth century or later.36

 Eastern Izumo seems to have gained early access to iron goods. Iron axes
 dating from the mid-Yayoi period have been found there, although they are
 rare elsewhere except the Kinai.37 An indigenously wrought iron sword from
 the third or fourth century, one of Japan's oldest, was recently unearthed at a
 site in the Jinashi basin, while what may have been an iron-smelting furnace

 36 Terasawa, p. 323.  37 Terasawa, p. 332.
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 dating from the mid-fifth century has been found at Miho on the eastern tip of

 the Shimane Peninsula.38 Ore found there was probably imported from China

 or Korea, indicating that trade between east Izumo and the continent con-

 tinued despite efforts by Yamato and Kibi to monopolize it.

 Geographically the eastern chieftains were well placed for such trade; they
 had numerous good harbors and controlled the entrance to the inner bay (Lake

 Shinji) from their entrepot at Chikuya. The large square keyholes of Chikuya
 and Asakumi, along the passageway linking the outer and inner bays, witness

 the increasing importance of waterborne trade in the sixth century. Eastern

 Izumo had a number of products to sell in addition to its iron goods; these in-

 cluded clay figures (haniwa t4-M) from kilns at Ou's Hiradokoro and pottery
 from Oi, shards of which have been found as far away as Niigata.39

 The exigencies of opening expansive alluvial basins to rice culture, the needs

 occasioned by trade, and competition from Yamato confederates on their
 borders propelled eastern chieftains toward increasing political unity and inten-
 sive governance. Confederates were bonded primarily by marital, cultural, and

 economic ties. Headship of the confederacy may have initially rotated among
 several chieftains' lines, whose square keyholes, from forty to fifty meters
 in length, dot eastern Izumo. As time passed, new institutional measures

 established a clearer hierarchy distinguishing superior and subordinate chief-

 tains' lineages. The apogee of the process was reached by the mid-sixth cen-
 tury, when the great Yamashiro keyhole was built by a supreme Ou chieftain,
 an unequaled 'king' of the eastern confederacy. Aside from the monumental

 size of his tomb, his paramount rank would have been acknowledged by

 tribute and other services provided by lesser confederates, including the

 dispatch of sisters or daughters to serve as concubines and priestesses.40
 Clusters of small and large tumuli also seem to reflect an emerging system of
 status differentiation within each chieftaincy comprising the confederacy.41

 Like their Yayoi predecessors, the Izumo lords of the Tomb Age were sacral
 rulers whose authority depended partially on religious sanction. According to

 Nihon Shoki, for example, the chieftain Izumo Furune mURV, an ancestor of
 Ou rulers, was charged with protecting several divine treasures. These swords,
 tools, and mirrors were symbols of local deities and functioned as his sacred

 regalia. Without them his power was weakened.42 Ou chieftains served as

 hereditary priests at the local Kumano Shrine, and, like other rulers of the
 Tomb Age, they claimed descent from a divine ancestor from whom they drew
 sacral powers.

 38 BZ 1985:1, 1984:11, 1984:8, 1985:3,
 1985:11, 1986:5.

 39 Maejima, p. 146; Yanagiura Shun'ichi jP
 xf-, 'Qi-san Sueki no Ryutsu ni tsuite' k

 CD j5j3iAc? 'C (oral presentation
 at Kodaishi Sama Semina, Matsue City, 23
 July 1987).

 40 See, for example, Nihon Isshi HU * ,

 987.10. 12: Nihon Isshi, Shintei Zoho Kokushi
 Taikei, 1945; and Izumiya Yasuo 7

 'Izumo no Fazoku to Shin wa' [f O A2b L
 #, in Yagi Atsuru, ed., Kodai no Chihoshi -
 NoDft, Asakura, 1977, 2, pp. 54-56.

 41 Kadowaki, 1976, p. 76; Maejima, pp.
 156-58.

 42 NSK pp. 62-63.
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 The written sources elucidating Ou claims to divine ancestry were compiled

 in the eighth century and they contain inconsistencies that indicate the need for

 caution in their use. Izumo no Kuni no Miyatsuko Kamuyogoto MMt"W,
 for instance, traces the origins of Ou's rulers back to a divine ancestor named

 Ame no Hohi k n . He is identified as an offspring of Susano-o, the younger
 brother of Amaterasu i, the sun goddess.43 Such a genealogy suggests
 Yamato's influence because it portrays local Izumo deities in an inferior posi-
 tion relative to Yamato's cult deity, Amaterasu. At the same time, Ame no

 Hohi receives scant attention in Izumo Fudoki, despite the fact that his sup-

 posed descendant, the Ou chieftain, compiled that gazetteer.

 Instead of glorifying Ame no Hohi's cult, the Ou chapter in Izumo Fudoki

 begins with accounts of two heroic creator deities, Omizunu A and
 Ohonamuchi, whose exploits brought the land of Izumo into being.

 Omizunu created Izumo through 'land pulling' (kunibiki M I), by which he
 joined several countries (kuni) together." Ohonamuchi is described as 'Lord
 of the Land', suggesting the primacy of his cult in Izumo.45 In Yamato
 sources, such as Kojiki irY and Nihon Shoki, Ohonamuchi is in fact
 acknowledged as the major diety of Izumo, and he is worshipped at Kitsuki

 Shine, that is, Izumo Taisha, the region's leading ritual center.
 It has been argued that propagating these syncretic creator-deity cults may

 have helped Ou chieftains to unify the eastern confederacy, for such cults were
 recognized as superior to local ones and thus could absorb them.46 Izumo
 mythology as recorded in Izumo Fudoki and the Kamuyogoto reflects an

 advanced stage of this process. Therein, Izumo's most important deities had

 all become kin: offspring of Kamosu 4h, one of eastern Izumo's deities, had
 married Susano-o's progeny in the west or Ohonamuchi himself.47 Since all the
 chieftains of Izumo looked to these deities as ancestors, kin relations between
 gods meant kin relations between chieftains. At the apex of this sacred

 genealogy was enthroned Ohonamuchi, served by the Ou chieftains. The pro-
 cess made the Ou kings of Izumo high priests of the region's cults, and the
 Kamuyogoto has them serving some 186 deities.48 Finally, in addition to the
 religious unity provided by this ritual syncretism, Omizunu's land-pulling pro-

 vided a superb mythical metaphor for the confederation process itself, while

 the energetic propagation of Ohonamuchi's cult tied Ou chieftains to Kitsuki

 Shrine. It seems likely that the Ou leaders' adoption of Ohonamuchi's cult was
 a bold attempt to establish religious hegemony, or sacral paramountcy, over
 all of Izumo.

 On the borders of the eastern confederacy, rivals were building their own

 43 iz pp. 19-22 & 49-62.
 44 iz pp. 82-83.
 45 iz p. 86.
 46 Kadowaki (1976), pp. 107-31.
 47 Mizuno, pp. 27-39; Kadowaki (1976),

 pp. 110-12.

 48 Izumiya, pp. 59-60; Niino Naoyoshi JiTf
 A -- ,, Nazo no Kokuzo ato, Gakuseisha,
 1975, p. 99.
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 tombs in the fifth and sixth centuries. The middle Tomb Age was an era of in-

 tense competition between chieftains in advanced regions of Japan, and tomb-

 building was a manifestation of that competition.49 Izumo was no exception to

 this trend; in fact, the contest lasted longer there because of the contest of
 predominance between an outside power, the Yamato confederacy, and the

 eastern confederacy. There is no evidence of an invasion of Izumo by Yamato

 forces in the fifth and sixth centuries, but archaeological and textual evidence

 shows that the Great Kings of the Kinai, Yuryaku and his early-sixth-century
 successors, actively recruited confederates in western Izumo. After Yuryaku

 won confirmation of his paramount rank from Chinese monarchs and took the

 title of Great King (okimi t), Yamato's advance quickened as Kibi was
 brought under firmer control and Iwai's rebellion in Kyushu in the late 520s
 was crushed; such successes opened wide both land and sea routes to Izumo.50
 Yamato's growing influence in western Izumo is witnessed by numerous round

 keyhole tombs that appeared during the fifth and sixth centuries, and by new
 tributary relations between western chieftains and the Yamato king.

 Odera Mound, erected in the early fifth century on the Shimane Peninsula
 north of the Hii Plain, may be the oldest round keyhole in western Izumo.51 Its

 location near the coast suggests that Yamato's influence reached Izumo in-
 itially by sea, and that the eastern peninsula provided the base for subsequent
 penetration of the region. Later, round keyholes were constructed along the

 south shore of the inner bay (for example, Ikusabara, Kamba Iwabune, and
 Ojinyama mounds) and then on the Kando plain (for example, Hambu and
 Jizoyama mounds). In these tombs, boat- or house-shaped sarcophagi re-

 placed wooden caskets, reflecting adoption of funerary customs from the

 Kinai. Ojinyama Mound near Tamazukuri, sixty meters in length and largest
 of the early-sixth-century round keyholes, was recently excavated and found

 to hold a particularly elaborate sarcophagus and grave goods. It is believed
 that the mound was erected by a Yamato confederate who sent tribute to the
 Kinai in the form of locally produced sacred comma jewels, receiving rich

 gifts in return.52
 New religious bonds were also forged between Yamato and western Izumo

 chieftains, based on relations between the Great King and Kitsuki Shrine.

 49 Harashima Reiji, Kodai no Osha to
 Kokuzo MeOD T - MA, Kyoikusha, 1979,
 pp. 13-40.

 50 Yuryaku's era has been the subject of
 several recent books and articles. See Saeki

 Arikiyo V'S h&, Yuryaku to sono Jidai Wfl
 L-7coD , Yoshikawa, 1988; and Wada,
 Kofun no Jidai. The following articles are also
 useful: Kamada Motokazu, 'Oken to Gozoku'

 3E1t ? , in Kishi Toshio WV, ed., Oken
 o Meguru Tatakai - ( A 4t a , Nihon no

 Kodai 6, Chuo Koronsha, 1986, pp. 64-91;
 Anazawa Wakou & Manome Jun'ichi, 'Two
 Inscribed Swords from Japanese Tumuli', in
 Pearson, pp. 375-95; and Nagayama Yasunori

 Rltl*, 'Zenki Yamato Seiken no Shihai
 Taisei' tt e$ Ij, in Nihon
 Rekishi H t*MT, 432 (May 1984), pp. 17-39.

 51 Harashima (1988), pp. 33-35; Maejima,
 p. 183.

 52 BZ 1986:7; Maejima, pp. 145-46.
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 Priests at the shrine were probably Kando chieftains, reputedly relatives of Ou
 rulers. They began to send tribute to the Yamato Great King in the early sixth
 century.53 Through them the Yamato ruler could have established a relation-
 ship with the Kitsuki ritual center. How that may have been accomplished can

 be seen in a story from Kojiki. A Yamato prince, Homuchiwake **VfO%,
 was unable to speak owing to a curse laid on him by Kitsuki's Ohonamuchi

 (called Ohokuninushi in Kojiki). When the prince was sent to the shrine to pre-
 sent offerings from his father, the Yamato ruler, he was cured. Thereafter
 Yamato's monarch acceeded to Ohonamuchi's request to build him a grand
 new shrine. At the same time special worker groups were established in the Hii
 region to send tribute to Yamato.s4 In other words, patronage, or perhaps co-
 option, of the leading regional cult by the Kinai king and incorporation of an
 area into the confederacy proceeded hand in hand. If the story accurately
 reflects history, the construction of a new Kitsuki Shrine would have been a
 brilliant strategy demonstrating the superior wealth and culture of the Kinai
 and the sacerdotal paramountcy of its king.55

 A common image of the middle and later Tomb Age based on Yamato's writ-
 ten sources pictures a heroic epoch during which the fierce warrior Yamato
 Takeru Fi *z vanquished his regional opponents in decisive battles. The ar-
 chaeological data from Izumo, however, supports the theory of a gradual
 spread of Yamato's influence.56 Yamato built up its corps of confederates in
 western Izumo during the fifth and sixth centuries through its increasing com-
 mand of the surrounding sea and by nurturing cultural and diplomatic ties.
 Not unlike that of its rival in eastern Izumo, Yamato's confederative process
 solicited acceptance by local chieftains, and after submission new confederates
 were integrated into a hierarchy of status presided over by the Yamato king.

 The lords of Ou could not ignore Yamato's growing presence on their
 borders and along their shore. Izumo Fudoki reports that by the fourth decade
 of the sixth century chieftains from eastern Izumo were attending the court of
 the Yamato king.57 In 1983 archaeological proof of friendly relations between
 Ou and Yamato came to light. A sword from Okadayama Mound, a small
 square keyhole in Ou, was found to bear the inscription 'Nukatabe no Omi' 9
 gp:. The tomb and the sword date from the later sixth century, and iron in
 the weapon matched that of swords from Nara tumuli.58 Yamato's practice of
 sending inscribed swords to confederates dated from Yturyaku's time: the
 swords of Edafunayama in Kumamoto prefecture and Inariyama in Saitama

 53 iz p. 123.
 54 Basil Hall Chamberlain, tr., Kojiki,

 Tuttle reprint, 1981, pp. 237-39.

 55 Miyake Kazuo i~tfoM discusses the
 evidence for evolution of Kitsuki Shrine from
 Yamato mythology in his Kiki Shinwa no
 Seiritsu R LcDhei, Yoshikawa, 1984, pp.
 180-8 1.

 56 For an exposition of this theory, see
 Walter Edwards, 'Event and Process in the
 Founding of Japan: The Horserider Theory in
 Archeological Perspective', in JAS 9:2 (Sum-
 mer 1983), pp. 265-95.

 57 iz p. 85.
 58 BZ 1986:21.
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 prefecture are well known. 'Nukatabe', however, was a mid-sixth-century ap-
 pellation for worker groups in several western provinces that sent tribute to the
 Yamato royal family.59 Since the title omi was bestowed only on highly
 esteemed Yamato allies, the sword's owner may well have superintended
 Nukatabe workers in Ou, perhaps on an imperial estate (miyake Et) that
 Nukatabe no Omi himself had ceded to the distant ruler. In return for loyal ser-
 vices, he received name, title, and sword. Okadayama Mound lies southeast of
 the Oba and Yamashiro tombs, and its square keyhole shape leaves little doubt
 that its patron was an Ou confederate. The sword is extremely important
 because it represents a decisive intersection between Ou and Yamato power in
 sixth-century eastern Izumo. It also provides the first extant written text for
 Izumo history, suggesting the fascinating hypothesis that writing came to
 Izumo in the service of Yamato politics.

 During the late fifth and early sixth centuries the Yamato court was
 reorganizing its relations with confederates in each region by recognizing the
 most powerful among them as provincial chieftains (kokuzo H.). After
 sending sacred tribute from their shrines (shimpo 1FPt) and family members to
 serve at the Yamato court, provincial chieftains functioned as Yamato's major
 regional allies.60 The exact chronology in Izumo is not known, but around the
 mid-sixth century the ruler of Ou became a provincial chieftain, receiving an
 appellation of particular esteem, 'Izumo no Omi' fJ. The title suggests that
 his authority extended over all of Izumo, east and west. At the same time, his
 assumption of the office of chief priest at Kitsuki Shrine confirmed his sacral
 primacy in the province. On Yamato's side, the Great King was now recog-
 nized as sovereign over Izumo. Ou chieftains, erstwhile kings of the indepen-
 dent eastern confederacy, now represented Yamato's interests throughout the
 province.61

 The second half of the sixth century indeed saw an end to competitive tomb
 building in Izumo, a result of the new stability attained by incorporation of the
 region into Yamato's confederacy.62 After the middle of the century only a
 few new tombs were built, either in the vicinity of present-day Izumo City or
 around Matsue City to the east. One of these was Dainenji Mound, built near
 the Kando River not far from Kitsuki Shrine. Estimated to have been longer
 than 85 meters in length, it was the largest round keyhole in Izumo and came
 close to equaling the length of Yamashiro Futago Mound in Ou. Excavation
 has revealed that advanced buildings techniques were used for the tomb, and
 artisans were perhaps brought from the Kinai to build it. Although it was
 robbed before excavation, the large sarcophagus suggests that rich grave goods

 59 Harashima (1988), p. 42; Yagi Atsuru,
 'Kokuzosei no Kozo' Thjz%, in Nihon
 Kodai Seiji Soshiki no Kenkyu H *A NII
 Ao , Hanawa, 1986, pp. 213-15 & 256.

 60 Wada, pp. 275-76.

 61 Yagi (1986), pp. 204-27.
 62 Watanabe Sadayuki, in an oral presenta-

 tion on Izumo tombs at Kodaishi Sama
 Semina, Matsue City, 23 July 1987.
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 once filled the burial chamber.63 It is likely that Dainenji Mound entombed an

 early provincial chieftain. Meanwhile, in the Ou homeland smallish square

 keyholes such as those of Misakiyama (40 meters) and Furutenjin (24 meters)
 continued the square-tomb tradition. Despite their smaller size, these tombs
 contained elaborate irons swords and mirrors, elegant horse trappings, and

 splendid comma jewels like those found in the tumuli at Asuka in Yamato.
 Such grave goods were probably gifts of esteem sent by Yamato monarchs to
 their Ou confederates.64

 The new relationship between Yamato and Ou was blessed through the

 blending of cults and myths from both regions. Local bards (kataribe n
 were dispatched from eastern and western Izumo to Yamato, and results of

 their work can be seen in Kojiki and Nihon Shoki, one-third of whose legends
 are said to have come from Izumo. A new divine genealogy under Amaterasu's
 sovereignty incorporated deities from both areas, and syncretic cults were
 initiated when shrines for several Izumo deities were built at sacred sites in
 Yamato .65

 The myth of 'the inheritance of the country' (kuniyuzuri FO), found in
 Izumo Fudoki, Kojiki, and Izumo no Kuni no Miyatsuko Kamuyogoto, fur-
 ther sacralized the relationship between Izumo and Yamato. What was
 historically a political compromise was now portrayed as a timeless and solemn
 agreement between Ohonamuchi and Amaterasu's descendants. According to
 Izumo Fudoki, Ohonamuchi bequeathed his realm to Yamato's monarch with
 the words, 'The land that I have opened up and governed shall hereafter be en-
 trusted to the imperial grandson for his peaceful administration. As to the land
 of Izumo, however, it alone shall be kept as my territory, in which I shall dwell
 forever.'66 The myth sanctified Yamato's paramountcy, but it also guaranteed
 the continuance of Ohonamuchi's cult and the power of its priest-rulers, the
 Ou provincial chieftains.

 The first written reference to Izumo's provincial chieftain comes in a Nihon

 Shoki entry for 659. Yamato's ruler Saimei AHf commanded her Ou ally to
 oversee shrine repairs and ceremonies of purification in Izumo owing to a
 series of ill omens reported in the province. Her forces were fighting at the time
 in eastern Japan, and Yamato interests in Korea were being threatened as
 well. In this time of crisis Saimei relied on the Ou chieftain to handle local
 problems. The incident highlights the delicate balance between capital and
 province in what was still a relatively loose confederacy of regional units.67

 The later-seventh century brought dramatic changes in the structure and am-
 bitions of the Yamato court, however, with serious implications for Izumo's
 provincial chieftains. During the period between the Taika era of the 640s and

 63 BZ 1984:6; Maejima, p. 158.
 64 Kadowaki (1976), pp. 155-70.
 65 Kamuyogoto, in Niino, pp. 92-97.

 66 iz p. 83.
 67 NSK pp. 259 & 263.
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 the promulgation of consolidated legal codes at the end of the century, a new

 system of government was evolving. Imperial institutions, fashioned by strong

 and determined monarchs such as Tenji iy, Temmu KA, JitO , and
 Shomu M, were transforming the old confederacy into a more centered
 polity, within the framework of Chinese law and bureaucratic organization.

 The first complete capital city based on a continental plan was built on the
 Asuka plain at Fujiwara, where palaces and temples became the setting of

 majestic pomp and ritual unparalleled in earlier times. At its head-the
 palace was located in the north-central part of the capital-presided the em-

 peror of 'Nihon', successor to Yamato's Great King. To realize their Chinese-

 style imperium in Japan, he and his ministers sought increasing control over
 the provinces and resultant increased revenues. By the early eighth century

 provincial governors (kokushi M=PI) were being sent to provinces such as Izumo.
 Recent archaeological finds as well as written records have helped to clarify

 aspects of early imperial administration in Izumo and the way in which the Ou

 provincial chieftains, former kings of the eastern confederacy, were affected.

 Izumo in the Imperial Age

 During the last two decades, abundant remains of provincial offices, district
 offices, post stations, highways, residences, temples, rice fields, and industrial

 sites dating from the early imperial age have been unearthed throughout

 Japan. These sites provide physical evidence of the political infrasructure of

 Japan's first unified state. Occasionally stashes of wooden tags (mokkan tMA)
 have also been discovered, further enhancing the picture of relations between

 capital and province in Nara times.68

 The evidence is particularly impressive in Izumo. A special historical
 preserve near Matsue City includes many of the sites that were central to pro-

 vincial government. Bordered on the east and south by the Ou River,
 Yakumotatsu Fudoki no Oka Park includes such remains as the Izumo provin-

 cial headquarters (kokufu Hffii the Ou district chieftain's office (gunga Mai), a
 checkerboard (jori 4.) of official fields, a granary (shoso WAE) where tax rice
 was stored, several eighth-century roads, a kiln where tiles and pottery were

 produced, and two provincial monasteries, one for monks (kokubunji M$3)

 and the other for nuns (kokubunniji H A). As visitors wander around the
 park, they can spend a day learning first-hand how imperial governance was im-

 plemented in a province fifteen days' journey from Nara, the imperial capital
 from 710 to 784.

 68 Concerning the archaeology of the early
 imperial state, see Nomura Tadao f,
 'Kokufu to Kokubunji' WV, L M9 S in
 Nihon no Kodai 6, ChuGo Koronsha, 1970, pp.

 231-48, and Yamanaka Toshiji O+10,4' &
 Sato Koji i Kodai no Yakusho -fkv

 &T, Iwanami, 1985.

 Mokkan Kenkyu *M.9t, published by
 Mokkan Kenkyfikai, Nara, is an annual jour-
 nal devoted to publishing the texts of newly
 found wooden tablets. In 1988 alone, more
 than 31,000 of these documents were unearth-
 ed, many of them quite readable.
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 Checkerboard Fields and Formation of Districts

 Rice paddy land was declared an imperial resource by the Taika edicts and

 subsequent law codes. This was not a major change, for as we have seen the
 relationship between rulership and communal rice production dated back to
 Yayoi times and a significant share of the harvest had always been available to

 the priest-ruler. The emperor was now sovereign of Izumo, and it was natural
 that he would receive his share from Izumo paddies.69

 An imperial decree in 646 established the system by ordering officials in

 every province to register cultivators, measure land, determine production,

 and collect taxes. 'For rice-land, thirty paces in length by twelve paces in
 breadth shall be reckoned one tan. Ten tan make one cho. For each tan, the
 tax is two sheaves and two bundles of rice; for each cho, the tax is twenty-two

 sheaves of rice.'70 All provincial residents became imperial subjects and were
 required to cultivate official rice paddies and pay taxes.

 Izumo was prosperous in the eighth century-it was denoted a 'superior pro-

 vince' (jokoku LH) because of its high level of rice production. The province
 was subdivided into nine districts (gun th), each under a staff of district chief-
 tains (gunji 1J); five of the districts were managed by relatives of the Ou chief-

 tain and the provincial chieftain himself was district chief in Ou. District
 officials were critical to the processes of provincial government; they acted as

 census takers, tax collectors, overseers of transport and exchange facilities,

 and managers of conscript labor and local defense units. Governers came and
 went every few years, but district chieftains passed their posts to sons and exer-

 cised sacral authority as priests of local shrines. In short, without the coopera-

 tion of district chieftains, no governor could discharge his responsibilities. In
 Izumo, district chiefs often bore names including the suffix 'be' (for example, a

 dependent of the Nukatabe of Okadayama Mound was chieftain in Ohara
 District), and many district chiefs also had the high rank of omi, for example,
 Izumo no Omi, Kando no Omi, Hekibe no Omi, reflecting old and intimate
 connections with the Yamato court. Mokkan unearthed both at the Fujiwara

 capital and in Ou, as well as the excavation of several district offices, confirm
 that the process of district division actually took place in late-seventh-century
 Izumo.

 In response to the Taika mandate, the provincial chieftain himself oversaw
 preparation of dozens of acres of new paddies in Ou, east of the Oba and
 Yamashiro mounds. Significant patches of this work are still visible today.
 Aerial photographs show a checkerboard of plots consisting of three-acre
 squares that were halved and then sliced five more times, making long, rec-

 tangular paddies.71 Irrigation brought water from nearby streams, such

 69 See, for example, Yoshie Akio i
 'Ritsuryo Seika no Sonraku Saishi to
 Kcsuiko' aIi t $E1 ?oD Wl A jfi -E e Y , in
 Rekishigaku Kenkya, 380 (1972), pp. 1-16.

 70 Tsunoda, 1, p. 73.
 71 Kito Kiyoaki taRH, Kodai no Mura

 f-&oD'tj, Iwanami, 1985, p. 123.
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 was advantageous. It has already been seen how the Ou provincial chieftain

 gained broader authority and legitimacy over western as well as eastern Izumo
 from his submission to Yamato's Great King. Now imperial officials in Izumo,

 from the provincial chieftain down to clerks and tax collectors in the district

 offices, enjoyed membership in a grander, more prestigious political organiza-
 tion that presented enhanced opportunities for status and wealth. It is clear too
 that policy makers in the Nara capital understood the need to court local allies;

 the official historical chronicle of the Nara period, Shoku Nihongi, is full of
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 records of special promotions and privileges bestowed on district chieftains
 throughout Japan during the eighth century.

 The Provincial Office and the Governor

 By the early eighth century, governors were dispatched from the Yamato

 capital to supervise provincial administration. They were charged by codal law
 with oversight of shrines and temples, preparation of census records, tax ad-

 ministration, propagation of agriculture, and maintenance of transport and

 defense facilities.72 The first governor of Izumo, Inbe no Sukune Obito ,

 nTr6, arrived there in 708.73 His coming irrevocably affected the authority of
 the Ou provincial chieftain.

 The provincial headquarters (kokufu) was the regional center of imperial
 government. It reflected imperial authority over Izumo architectonically,
 ceremonially, and administratively. Its structures visually and functionally
 replicated public buildings at the Nara palace, and periodic rituals mirrored

 those in the capital.

 The site of the Izumo headquarters was discovered in the late 1960s. It was

 located near the Ou River and looked out over the official checkerboard fields

 (Map 3). The entire complex covered some twelve acres, accommodating a
 staff of four hundred or more: in addition to the seven subordinates who

 accompanied Governor Inbe from Nara, the headquarters employed an army
 of local clerks, artisans, and laborers. Although they have not yet been
 excavated, there were workshops, stables, dwellings for the gubernatorial
 staff and servants, granaries, and a host of other utility buildings. A slough
 probably connected the headquarters with the Ou River and the district office
 to the northeast. The San'in Highway, which carried official traffic to and from
 the Kinai, passed nearby.

 The main precinct of the headquarters can be visualized with help from a
 model of neighboring Hoki's complex, for excavation has shown the two plans
 to have been identical.74 The compound consisted of four ceremonial halls
 with an office building to the rear (Figure 2). These structures were wood-
 frame and plastered, with elevated floors and tiled roofs. Everyday business,
 most of it related to record-keeping and tax-collection, was conducted by
 clerks in the rear offices.75 A few documents prepared at the headquarters are

 72 Inoue Mitsusada X I) et al., ed.,
 Ritsuryo jS, Nihon Shisoshi Taikei, Iwa-
 nami, 1976, pp. 192-93.

 73 Shoku Nihongi K H$zAj, 708.3.13.
 Shoku Nihongi, Shintei Zoho Kokushi Taikei,
 Yoshikawa, 1986.

 Shoku Nihongi was compiled in 797 as an
 official historical chronicle and covers the
 period 697-791. It has long been available in
 the Shintei Zoho Kokushi Taikei series, but

 two new editions have recently been published
 and a third is expected soon. Hayashi Rokuro

 t41@ AP, ed., Kan'yaku Chushaku Shoku
 Nihongi 7-; E i I K H * Cke, Shichasha, 6
 volumes, is now complete, while the second

 volume of Naoki Kojiro's pgt*XkPJ version,
 Heibonsha, has appeared.

 74 Yagi (1986), pp. 334-37.
 75 Yamanaka & Sato, pp. 19-84.
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 Figure 2. An Eighth-Century Provincial Headquarters.

 The model, on display at the National Museum of Japanese History, Sakura City,
 Chiba prefecture, is a recreation of the walled central compound of the Hoki Prov-
 incial Headquarters, based on extensive excavation. Study of the Izumo site has
 suggested that the plan there was identical, and that the two headquarters were
 constructed about the same time. The inner compound, only a small part of the
 twelve acres comprising the entire area of the headquarters, consisted of front and rear
 formal halls and additional office space on the side and in back.

 still extant in the Shosoin Monjo ?EKEie collection, including a register of
 tax-payers from Izumo District and a tally of official correspondence that
 passed through the office during 734.76

 Governor Inbe was a scholar and ceremonial specialist from a well-known
 priestly family. Earlier in his career he had served as imperial emissary to the

 shrine of Amaterasu in Ise, an experience that prepared him for official visits to

 Ohonamuchi's Kitsuki Shrine in Izumo.77 As a compiler of Nihon Shoki, he
 may have developed special expertise on Izumo's local myths. Their retelling in
 that chronicle skillfully legitimated the political status quo in the early eighth

 76 Shosoin Monjo F Dai-Nihon
 Komonjo, Tokyo Daigaku Shiryo Hensanjo,
 25 vols., 1901-1940, 1, pp. 586-604, and 2,
 pp. 201-46.

 The Shosoin Monjo collection includes
 about 10,000 documents from the eighth cen-
 tury, many of them prepared by admin-
 istrators who built and managed Todaiji, the

 great imperial temple in Nara. As they wrote
 on the back of earlier documents, the collec-
 tion contains materials predating construction
 of the temple during the 740s and 750s.

 77 Kadowaki (1976), p. 186-90; Takeuchi
 Rizo fVtii et al., ed., Nihon Kodai Jinmei
 Jiten H {kRJ<Vg, Yoshikawa, 1958-
 1977, 1, p. 228.
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 century: Izumo deities such as Ohonamuchi and Susano-o were appropriately
 subordinated to Yamato's cult deities; Izumo was described as 'the land of

 darkness' (yomi ,7%) in contrast to Amaterasu's sunny 'high heavenly plain'
 (takamagahara -,UU); and Ohonamuchi, lord of the land of Izumo, was por-
 trayed as ceding his divine power over Izumo to Amaterasu's descendants.

 Although the Ou chieftain functioned as chief priest at Kitsuki and Kumano
 shrines, Yamato's emperor brought his influence to bear on local shrines as
 well. More than 180 shrines in the province were registered with the Imperial

 Council of Shrine Affairs (Jingikan tVt'), and the provincial governor

 distributed regular imperial offerings to each.78 Izumo no Miyatsuko no

 Kamuyogoto formalized the relationship between the emperor as chief priest
 in the imperium and the provincial chieftain as chief priest in Izumo in 716.

 ... I, the Local Chieftain of Izumo Province, most reverently pray that the

 august reign of the mighty Sovereign who rules the Great Country of Many
 Islands may be a fortunate and everlasting reign.

 In the green-mantled mountains of Izumo, the pillars of the august dwelling

 [Kitsuki Shrine] are auspiciously set upon the bedrock.... here we worship our
 two ancestral kami, beloved offspring of Izanagi: the great god of Kumano; and

 Ohonamuchi, who made the land; and all the other mighty kami who abide in the
 186 shrines of Izumo.....

 When the ancestral kami of High Heaven yielded the Great Country of Many
 Islands to the divine descendant, the distant ancestor of the nobles of Izumo,
 Ame no Hohi, was sent to inquire about the condition of the land.... He said,

 'I shall calm and pacify it, and I shall cause the divine descendant to rule it....'

 His divine offspring was dispatched and pacified the unruly kami, calmed with

 flattery the Great Kami [Ohonamuchi] who made the land, and made him give
 up the visible and material things of the Great Country of Many Islands.
 Ohonamuchi's offspring are now worshipped as protector kami at shrines near
 the palace of the divine descendant, while he [Ohonamuchi] himself dwells
 peacefully in the shrine of Kitsuki, rich in cinnabar....

 Hereupon the mighty ancestral gods and goddesses announced: 'May Ame no
 Hohi grant the Sovereign a long, august reign....' As an incarnate kami may

 you rule the Great Country of Many Isles in peace and tranquillity. To this end
 we offer up divine treasures . .. which are tokens of reverence from the kami and
 nobles of Izumo.79

 78 iz p. 80; Yamanaka & Sato, pp. 82-90.
 Japanese scholars are taking increasing in-

 terest in the use of shrine ritual and control as
 instruments of governance in the early im-
 perial state. See Inoue Mitsusada, Nihon
 Kodai no Oken to Saishi H t*f r +t X/ ME,
 Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1984; and
 the articles by Nishimiya Hideki WS'd:
 'Ritsuryo Jingikansei no Seiritsu ni tsuite' a
 IJk e $ v hZ A r 'C, in Hisutoria, 93
 (1981), pp. 22-42; 'Ritsuryosei Kokka ni

 okeru Jingishoku' R IJHc AOI
 in NihonshiKenkyu H * 270 (February
 1985), pp. 29-65; and 'Ritsuryosei Kokka
 no "Saishi" Kozo to sono Rekishiteki Toku-
 shitsu' t|X r,e1stZeWt
 A, in Nihonshi Kenkyui, 283 (March 1986),
 pp. 32-56.

 79 The text has been abridged. The quota-
 tion is based on the translation in Felicia
 Gressitt Bock, Engi-Shiki: Procedures of the
 Engi Era (Books VI-X), MN Monograph 46,
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 Regularly chanted at the imperial palace by Ou chieftains, the Kamuyogoto

 was a liturgy through which the deities of Izumo expressed their loyalty to

 Yamato's emperor, who had brought peace and unity to their land. During the

 ceremony, sacred regalia-a sword, a mirror, and other treasures-from the
 Kitsuki Shrine were passed from the hands of the Ou chieftain to the Nara

 emperor.80 Since Yayoi times, such sacred implements had linked priest-rulers
 to the gods they served. Their use during the Kamuyogoto ritual symbolized

 the sacred linkage between gods and rulers of two confederacies, those of Ou
 and Yamato, now merged in the Nara imperium.

 The Tax System and the Yamashiro Granary

 The tributary relationship between Izumo and the imperial capital at Nara

 changed substantially in the late seventh and early eighth centuries. In place of
 the limited support previously sent to the court from royal estates and worker
 groups in Izumo, taxes were now collected from every subject by district

 officials under the watchful eyes of the governor's staff. Each cultivator
 rendered rice from official fields and additional personal levies in cloth and

 labor. Rice was not sent to the capital from distant provinces; instead, it was

 exchanged locally for lighter goods that were easier to transport. Wooden

 tablets found at the Fujiwara and Nara capitals indicate that Izumo sent
 seaweed, dried fish, silk, and writing brushes to the Yamato capital.8'

 Each of Izumo's districts was further divided into townships (go -K). Ou
 District had eleven townships, suggesting that it was more densely populated

 than any other part of the province. In one township called Yamashiro the re-
 mains of a huge granary were uncovered a few years ago. Its six elevated-floor

 timber storehouses resembled the imperial storehouse at Todaiji in Nara. The
 granary was used to store tax rice, the amount of which was increasing in the

 early eighth century as productivity of the checkerboard fields increased.82 An

 official called the township headman (goshi KI) was superintendant at the
 granary and chief tax-collector in the township.

 Izumo Fudoki reports that there were thirty-three villages in Ou's eleven
 townships.83 Yamashiro had long been the center of Ou and was probably

 densely populated. It may have had four or five settlements instead of the
 average three. A Nara settlement typically had twenty to thirty dwellings with

 four to six occupants.84 The population of such a community would have been
 between 80 and 180, which means that Yamashiro Township might have had a

 1972, 102-05, but incorporating amendations
 in interpretation based on the original Sino-
 Japanese text from Niino, 1975, pp. 196-97.

 For the Kamuyogoto, see Niino, pp. 80-99,
 and Inoue Tatsuo # U , Kodai Oken to
 Kataribe -rYNEEWLAMX., Kyoikusha, 1979, p.
 188.

 80 Inoue (1979), p. 188.
 81 Kadowaki (1987) , pp. 247-63 & (1988),

 p. 192.
 82 KitO, pp. 81-94.
 83 iz p. 81.
 84 Kito, pp. 30-35 & 80-82.
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 population of as many as 900 people. Administrative law, on the other hand,
 defined a township as fifty households. If, as would appear from a study of
 registration records, a household was actually an extended family group with

 25 to 30 members, the population of Yamashiro Township so defined could
 have been as high as 1,500 people. These figures are admittedly not precise, but

 they suggest the parameters of the township's population.

 Provincial Temples: Buddhism in Early Imperial Izumo

 Some distance across the official checkerboard fields lay the two provincial
 temples. Since the seventh century, the buddhas had joined the native gods as
 protectors of the Yamato realm. In contrast to shrine cults that were primarily

 geolocal, Buddhism was a multifaceted, universalist cult closely linked to the
 advanced civilization of the continent. Imperial strategists understood that pro-
 pagating Buddhism would aid their unifying efforts by incorporating chieftain-
 cies throughout Japan into a single cultural and ritual tradition presided over

 by the emperor.85 Asukadera F was an early imperial temple erected near
 the Yamato palace in the late sixth century. Subsequent emperors took The

 Sutra of Golden Light (Konkomyo-kyoi 1i-VAi) literally: it assured them that

 if this sutra . .. is transmitted to every part of a kingdom ... if the king of the

 land listens with his whole heart to these writings, praises them, and makes offer-

 ings on their behalf, and if . . . he supplies this Sutra to the . . . believers,...
 we Deva kings . . . will protect that king and his people, giving them peace and
 freedom from suffering, prolong[ing] their lives and filling them with glory....86

 With this comforting pledge in mind, in 685 Emperor Temmu urged his allies
 in the provinces to build temples and worship the buddhas.87 His words car-

 ried weight: the remains of more than 500 temples constructed throughout

 Japan in the late seventh century have been found.88

 In 741, almost a century and a half after Asukadera was built, Emperor
 Shomu ordered each province to erect two official temples, one for monks and
 the other for nuns. The occasion was a plague in western Japan that killed a

 large part of the populace. It was hoped that the new temples would protect
 the realm while reaffirming the sacral efficacy of the throne. Each monastery of

 The Provincial Monks' Monastery in Izumo (facing page).
 On the basis of excavation reports, the architectural historian Professor Yamagishi
 Tsuneto LUI A, Nara Kokuritsu Bunkazai Kenkyuijo, has produced this sketch of the
 Izumo provincial monastery as it may have appeared in the eighth century. Just inside
 the outer gate was a seven-story pagoda enshrining sutras and relics. Passing through
 the inner gate, a visitor first came to the Buddha Hall, in which an image of Sakya-
 muni presided. In back was the Lecture Hall, where monks performed their scholarly
 activities. Further to the rear of the complex were the monks' living quarters. An
 arcade surrounded the Buddha Hall, linking the Lecture Hall with the inner gate.

 85 Joan R. Piggott, 'Todaiji and the Nara
 Imperium', doctoral dissertation, Stanford
 University, 1987, pp. 27-37 & 91-109.

 86 Tsunoda, pp. 98-99.
 87 NSK 685.3.27.
 88 Saito (1988), pp. 247-51.
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 monks, with a staff of twenty, was to have a seven-story pagoda and be provid-

 ed with copies of two nation-protecting scriptures.89 The primary celebrant

 and teacher at these establishments was to be a monk-scholar from an official

 temple in the capital.90 After the completion of Todaiji '< in 752, Emperor

 Shomu's temple of the Great Buddha came to be considered the hub of the pro-

 vincial temple network, and regular rites held simultaneously throughout the

 entire system were believed to assure peace and prosperity.

 In Izumo the monks' monastery was situated on a low rise about a mile from

 the provincial office, on the north side of the Ou plain. Excavations show that

 the temple was surrounded by inner and outer walls, and had the requisite

 pagoda, Buddha Hall, and monastic residence. Galleries enclosed the Buddha
 Hall, intersecting with the Lecture Hall at the rear (Figure 3). The plan follows
 that of Gangoji 5EX in Nara, completed in 720. Thus, some scholars have sug-
 gested that the Izumo temple was originally built by the Ou chieftain as a
 private establishment and later transformed into a provincial temple.91 Roof
 tiles found on the site raise another issue, for they closely resemble tiles from

 Silla; this suggests that friendly relations between Izumo and that Korean
 kingdom continued despite the ups and downs of Yamato-Sillan relations dur-

 ing the first half of the eighth century.92
 The official temples were by no means the earliest Buddhist institutions in

 Izumo. Izumo Fudoki, completed in 733, records a total of eleven temples in

 the province. Several of these are simply termed 'new chapels' (shinzoin Pi F-)
 indicating their recent foundation. Several early Buddhist sites have been

 unearthed. Kyokoji 1y#, cited in Izumo Fudoki as the oldest temple in the
 province, was located in 1984 near the Hakuta River, close to the San'in

 Highway.93 Its tiles reportedly resembled those used at Emperor Temmu's
 Daikandaiji KtIhK, an imperial temple in the Yamato Takechi capital of the
 670s. Tiles from two other 'new chapels' have been found in the Yamashiro
 area, and what may be remains of a temple erected by the Izumo district chief-
 tain has come to light in Izumo City.94 A small statue of the Buddha

 89 Shoku Nihongi, 741.1.15 & 3.24.
 90 Tsutsui Eishun MW4*, ed., Todaiji

 Yoroku Itik#;, Kokusho Kankokai, 1944,
 pp. 302 & 313.

 91 Tsuboi Kiyotari i4Wt, Asuka no Tera
 to Kokubunji ,ft o# ? H V5#, Iwanami,
 1985, pp. 164-65; Hachiga Susumu ,A
 A, 'Kokubunji Konryu ni okeru Sho Yoso'

 1 V in lyanaga Teizo
 Sensei Kanreki Kinenkai, ed., Nihon Kodai
 no Shakai to Keizai Ht?@ ? ,
 Yoshikawa, 1978, 2, pp. 37-66.

 92 Professor J. Edward Kidder pointed out

 this resemblance and kindly provided the
 following references: Study on the Ancient
 Tiles of the Silla Dynasty, Korea, Kyoto Im-

 perial Museum, 1934, plates 29 & 49, and
 Kokubunji Temples, Nara National Museum,
 1980, p. 79.

 A recent exhibition tracing the development
 of the Yamato state through the use of tiles,
 particularly in eastern Japan, demonstrated
 how tiles contribute to the study of history.
 The catalogue includes many examples of tiles
 from Silla. Kinai to Togoku ~r' ? 9, Kyoto
 Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan, 1988.

 93 Iz p.88; BZ 1984:10.

 94 Katsube Sho ,- L - , 'Izumo Koku-
 cho Shuhen no Keikaku Jiwari Shiko' fTX
 rW)-tMUih'J?I&', in Fudoki Ronso JA?t
 d t-, Izumo Fudoki Kenkyuikai, 2, 1987,
 p. 51; BZ 1984:11; Iz p. 117.
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 discovered in the vicinity of Hirata City has a date corresponding to A.D. 692

 carved into its base; its features and design indicate Sillan influence, support-

 ing the theory that Silla played a role in the spread of Buddhism in Izumo.95
 Meanwhile, ruins of an early Buddhist complex dating from the late sixth or

 early seventh century have been discovered on Mt Kannabi, near the Kojin
 Valley.96 Since traditional dates for the introduction of Buddhism at the

 Yamato court are alternatively 538 or 552, it seems unlikely that this temple

 could have been the result of Yamato influence. Much remains to be learned

 about the diffusion of Buddhism in Japan, and future discoveries in Izumo will

 hopefully shed more light on the matter.

 Conclusion

 Archaeological developments are steadily augmenting our understanding of

 early Izumo's political, technological, and cultural evolution. There have been
 many surprises: Izumo was far more advanced by mid-Yayoi times than had

 been previously supposed, and the province was not fully drawn into Yamato's

 confederation until the later sixth century. By that time its own cultural and

 political identity was well developed, and this helps to explain Izumo's pro-
 minence in Yamato's mythology and its special treatment by Yamato's rulers.

 To recapitulate, we have seen how a wealthy rice-growing and bronze-mak-

 ing culture emerged in western Izumo by mid-Yayoi times. Its sacral rulers
 unified the settlements of the Hii plain and used the bronze implements found

 in the Kojin Valley to worship their gods. Confederates in a regional alliance

 that stretched along the coast of the Sea of Japan and south into western Kibi,
 these chieftains built impressive four-cornered mounds as expressions of their

 shared culture in late Yayoi times.
 Influences from the Kinai and Kibi transformed this culture in the early

 Tomb Age. Although there is no evidence of a horse-rider invasion, square
 and round tumuli and new funerary rituals replaced four-cornered tumuli.
 Some chieftains in Izumo became Wa confederates, accepting gifts from Wa
 rulers and erecting round keyhole tumuli. But over time a sense of distinctness

 asserted itself, and eastern chieftains formed their own confederacy. Their
 predominant symbol was the square-shaped mound. They benefitted from ad-

 vances in agriculture, metallurgy, trade, and political organization, but their

 greatest tombs remained less than a quarter of the size of the great Kinai

 keyholes. Ultimately they were doomed by the overwhelming productive
 capacity of the great Kinai plain, by Yamato's success in dominating both Kibi
 and Kyushu, and by its control of the sea lanes to the continent. In the mid-
 sixth century, Ou was surrounded by Yamato confederates and its seas
 dominated by their vessels. Under such circumstances, incorporation into the
 Yamato confederacy proved inevitable.

 95 BZ 1984:12; Maejima, p. 29.  96 BZ 1985:2.
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 Thus did Ou lords take up their new charge as provincial chieftains, which

 made them supreme rulers of a unified Izumo under distant Yamato mon-

 archs. The arrival of Governor Inbe in the early eighth century did not displace
 them: their relatives continued to serve as chieftains in five of nine districts;

 and they were high priests who regularly visited the Kinai emperor's palace to
 perform liturgical services. The eighth-century imperium retained many
 features of a confederated ritual polity and its emperor was clearly a sacral
 ruler in a tradition shared with Hii and Ou chieftains. Within this 'imperial

 confederacy', Izumo's provincial headquarters and official temples, replicas of
 official buildings in Nara, replaced keyhole tumuli as visible expressions of the

 cultural and ritual ties between capital and province.

 Egami Namio and his followers have associated state-building in the later
 Tomb Age with the ascendance of warlike and martial elites whose horse-
 riding exploits united ever-larger political units. Warfare surely played a role,

 but the saga of state formation in Izumo reveals the consistent importance of

 peaceful, non-coercive unifying techniques as well. Between mid-Yayoi and
 imperial times Izumo manifested recurrent confederated forms whose compo-
 nent parts, each with cult and priest-ruler of its own, were linked by a hier-

 archy of sacral rulership. The paramount political center-in Hii, Ou, or
 ultimately in Nara-relied primarily on tribute and kin relations, syncretic
 systems of mythology, and ritual articulations of shared culture that wove a
 fabric of unity for the realm.
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